NEXT
GENERATION
IoT TECHNOLOGY &
CLOUD PLATFORMS
FOR THE IMAGING
CHANNEL

Tired of not having real-time data and
working with siloed technologies?
Oberon America’s innovative technology
platforms remove obstacles and brings flexibility
and real-time visibility to your operations,
allowing you to monetize every step in
the document lifecycle.
Take control of your internal operations with
state-of-the-art, fully integrated, easy to use platforms that give the power back to the Dealer.

1-877-830-5553
Info@OberonAmericas.com
www.OberonAmericas.com

MPS MONITOR

Flexibility, security, and profitability
for the new MPS world
Designed for dealers and resellers
of any printer brand, MPS Monitor
is a SaaS platform that leverages
the power of the cloud for cost
effective data collection. Securely and remotely monitor and
manage customer devices while
avoiding many of the inflated
costs associated with MPS management. Using MPS Monitor, you
can more competitively market
and support traditional clickcharge MPS services. Create highly
profitable, differentiated services
around emerging models, such as
seat-based-billing (SBB)
or flat-rate plans. Value is built
on functions like:
SECURE DATA CLOUD
Reliable, easy-to-access, and secure platform using
advanced security standards.
MULTI-PLATFORM DCA— INCLUDING EMBEDDED OEM DCA
Flexible DCA that can be installed on any OS or OEM device to detect and collect data from networked devices.
REMOTE REMEDIATION
Built-in remote remediation tools
that reduce the time to resolve device issues.
ACTIONABLE BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Advanced BI tools, charts, and graphs make collecting,
reporting, and analysis a breeze.

WHY MPS MONITOR?
PROVEN IN THE FIELD. In use for over a decade
in highly regulated sectors including financial
and government, MPS Monitor is GDPR compliant and ISO certified. It has been lauded by
IDC as a strategic player and Buyers Lab
has awarded its highest rating of Platinum.

MPS Monitor fully
supports all features of
HP SDS 1.0 and 2.0

CUSTOMIZE CONSUMABLE MONITORING to
manage consumables and create alerts
for different customers and printer makes
and models.
EASY DEVICE DISCOVERY AND MONITORING
using a multi-platform DCA to identify print
devices and provide data such as IP address,
office location, meter info, consumable levels,
and other device-specific information.
COMPREHENSIVE USAGE DATA REPORTING
lets you analyze all device fleet data, current
and historical, including fleet composition,
inventory by office, printing volumes, and
consumable movements, creating more
accurate forecasts and closing summaries.
AUTOMATIC EMAIL NOTIFICATIONS OF EVENTS.
Fully customize the text and data of the email
and link to the various types of events.
PREDICTIVE SUPPLIES REPLENISHMENT to
automatically detect and calculate when
consumables will be depleted and initiate
the process to have the replacement at the
device at the right time, providing improved
MPS profitability.
EASY MIGRATION from other print management tools with a dedicated migration expert
available to assist you and your team, making the migration to MPS Monitor easy and
seamless to minimize business disruption.
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ADVANCE TCO
& ASSESSMENT

Advance Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) &
Assessment Delivers High Customer Value
for Increased Dealer Sales and Profitability
ADVANCE TCO
AND ASSESSMENT
MPS profitability begins with a complete
view of a customer’s current printer
fleet, document workflows, and the
IT environment. Improve your MPS
customer acquisition rate and gain
market share by acquiring access to
this efficient and affordably priced
TCO and assessment module.

Create a database of TCO analyses
of competitors’ devices and more
effectively calculate the process
costs at the customer site.
Visualize your projects with our
award-winning floorplan module.
Forecast revenue and gross profit
for hardware, service, and solutions.
Create 30+ customized and branded
reports in Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
using our report generator.
Address customers’ environmental
concerns with our Green IT tool.

WHY ADVANCE TCO?
Increase the ease, accuracy,
and profitability of your MPS sales.
REAL-TIME ASSESSMENT
Digitally recording the current situation
at the customer’s site in real time lets you
quickly and easily capture a holistic view of
their hardware and processes via our DCA
technology.
EVALUATION (PRE VS. POST TCO)
Using data from the assessment, you
can present a professional evaluation
of the current state with findings,
conclusions, and proposals for
the future state – all with one click.
OPTIMIZATION & SUSTAINABILITY MODULE
The intuitive optimization tool helps
to design strategic solutions and offers
while balancing the best outcome strategy
for you and your customer.
CLOSURE - CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
Using standardized offers and contracts
simplifies internal processes, minimizes
or removes errors, and increases contract
profitability potential.
REVIEW
Sales managers and owners get
online overviews of projects, forecasts,
and closing potential to control
and manage sales and profitability
success — anytime and anywhere.
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SCANBOX

The only OCR-as-a-Service Cloud-based
workflow solution that controls and streamlines all scan and send activities of an MFP
Your customers need to scan, digitize, and OCR documents, but
integrating MFPs with the software that makes that possible can be a
challenge, especially in multivendor fleets. ScanBox brings intelligent
scanning consistency to a customer’s MFP fleet, letting them capture
and integrate information into workflows and applications through
simple custom menus and buttons on the device’s front panel.
Remove scanning confusion between different manufacturers’
MFPs for your customers and eliminate added support complexity
for your tech teams. A single, secure cloud solution lets you build
and manage workflows on a secure web portal and apply them to
multiple devices. Creating, managing, and supporting new scanning
options is easy with the ScanBox user-friendly web platform that’s
accessible from anywhere, anytime.

WHY SCANBOX?
Eliminate scanning complexity –
simplify in the cloud.
OCR-AS-A-SERVICE — UNLIMITED PAGES
Powerful engine that turns your document
into PDF/A, PDF searchable and Office files,
extracting and executing information included into 1D and 2D barcodes*.
REMOTE SCANNING MANAGEMENT
Scan workflow settings can be configured
remotely via the secure web portal,
accessible anytime, anywhere with
controlled personal credentials.
DYNAMIC SETTINGS
Device configurations can be applied
to all devices the customer chooses to
associate with a specific workflow.
ENHANCED SECURITY
State-of-the-art security protocols protect
documents throughout their transmission
and process.
INTEGRATED TO PRINT MANAGEMENT
Integrated to PaperCut, Equitrac, HP Access
Control, MyQ.
CUSTOMIZATION
Workflows can be personalized due to powerful plugins that enhance document processing through indexing, data extraction,
routing to specific destinations, and much
more.
DOCUMENT CONSISTENCY
Make digital documents much more
consistent. ScanBox standardizes the
formatting of documents from different
sources to more easily meet company
standards.
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About Oberon Americas
Our team is building the Internet of Printers®, with the most
comprehensive middleware platform that helps print dealers and
OEMs to monitor and monetize 100% of their machines in the field.
We offer the most reliable, flexible, and secure Next Generation
Managed Print Cloud Platforms for all your printing services.
Oberon can help you leverage the IoT and build a manageable,
sustainable, and profitable subscription services business.
Request a Demo and see how you can easily migrate your customers with our Migration Guide onto our Next-Generational
Real-Time Platform.
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